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It’s hard to believe that it is already 
September, in which falls National Wills 
Week from 12-16 September. National 
Wills Week signifies the five days in which 
companies do not charge for Will drafting, 
but for Appleton clients, this is already a 
standard service, as are Will amendments. 

The broader value of Wills Week is to raise awareness 
of the importance of this vital document and to bridge 
the gap between the 70-75% of South Africans who 
still do not have a Will in place. Given this focus, our 
Managing Director, Lauren Hean, will take us through 
some of the most important considerations in drafting 
and updating your Will.

We then focus on the other end of the spectrum 
and share with you some of the challenges you need 
to be aware of in the administration of a deceased 
estate.

Certain South African institutions, together some 
corporates, have not cloaked themselves in glory in 
recent years. Trust in our institutions and corporates 
is low. The Bureau of Market Research records that 
the level of trust in 27 different institutions stands a 
just 37.8 out of a possible score of 100. The recent 
raid by the Competition Commission on the offices 
of eight of South Africa’s leading life insurance 
companies has done little to assuage the concern 
clients and consumers have regarding the behaviour 
of corporates. Conversely, the raid itself and the 
arrest of high-profile individuals accused of corrup-
tion in state-owned enterprises on an industrial scale, 
attests to some form of recovery form the darkest 
days of state capture. But what about the fiduciary 
industry?

Unlike the financial services industry, fiduciary 
services operates principally under the umbrella of 
the Administration of Deceased Estates Act of 1965. 
Our key institutional authority is the Master of the 
High Court, but we also interact daily with the 

relevant deeds offices and SARS offices around 
the country. Of course, we adhere to the provisions 
of all other relevant legislation such as the Tax Acts 
and the Companies Act. As a company, we are also 
respectful of the provisions of the successive King 
Codes. 

Ultimately, however, good corporate behaviour is 
reduceable to personal and professional ethics. In 
addition to a number of admitted attorneys, our 
company directors are all highly-qualified profession-
als who meet all fit and proper criteria and who 
engage in continuous professional development. 

Further comfort for our clients comes from the 
fact that all of our administrators are members 
of the Fiduciary Institute of South Africa . All 
subscribe to its Code of Ethics and of Profession-
al and Responsible Conduct. FISA sets the industry 
standard and ensures a high-level of professionalism 
from its members by virtue, not only of its constitu-
tion and code, but also the requirement to conduct 
the required continuous professional development 
hours to retain one’s membership in good standing.  
Workshops and the annual FISA conference also en-
sure that our staff remain at the very leading edge of 
global best practice, particularly with respect to 
emerging issues such as the treatment of crypto 
currency in an estate.

Enjoy the read and please take a few minutes to sit 
down, review your Will and see if it still meets all of 
your wishes. If not, please just give Appleton a call 
on our toll-free number 0800 50 60 70, or email 
us at .

Yours sincerely

A message from the Chairman
It’s Wills Week again!

Tim Hughes, BA (Hons), MA, MSt, MSc, PGDip, 
Chairman
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The first, most obvious and most important issue 
is to have your Will drafted by a professional such 
as Appleton. Our legally-qualified Will drafters have 
many years of experience and provide this service 
to you at no cost. Estate planning is becoming 
ever-more complex, particularly with local and 
international assets, blended families and convoluted 
tax regimes. So, rather consult with a professional, 
rather than attempting to write up an off the shelf 
document, that may just end up there.

The second issues is to be clear as possible about 
your assets, your wishes and your language. Leaving 

assets unaccounted for means that your heirs and 
executors may struggle to achieve full value for your 
estate thereby short-changing them of the benefit of 
your bequest. Relatedly, be as accurate as you can 
be about the value of your assets. It doesn’t help to 
over-estimate or under-estimate the value of your 
assets. If your estate is dutiable, it will be liable for 
tax irrespective of how you value your assets. 

Your Will should be as specific as possible about your 
wishes and bequests. Vague wishes lead to vague, 
unsatisfactory and disputed outcomes. Far too often 
we hear heirs saying, “Oh but this was not what he 

or she would have wanted!”. Such sentiments are 
probably well intentioned, but hold little or no water 
in the law. The deceased’s last Will and testament 

(no matter how old) is a legally binding document 
the contents of which must be adhered to by the 
executors such as Appleton. While disputes can be 
lodged in the High Court, this is an extremely costly 
and time-consuming process, the costs of which can 
actually denude the value of one’s claim. Moreover, 
such legal challenges often come at the expense 
of family unity and leave relationships in tatters. 
This leads to a third related point which is clarity 
of language. Vagueness of language, can lead to wish-
es not being interpreted properly and distributions 
being ‘misallocated’. Vagueness can lead to legal 
challenges, which can be costly and stoke family 
disputes particularly during times of trauma. This is 
another reason to utilise the services of Appleton’s 
professional Will drafters. Our decades of experience 
can assist in avoiding the unnecessary pitfalls 
of vague wishes and language.

We have focussed in this issue before, but 
raise it again as it continues to be a point of
misunderstanding and contention. Please be 
clear about your marriage regime and how this 
impacts on your estate. Some of the most experi-
enced financial advisors still don’t always understand 
just how important this is to estate planning, asset 
distribution, taxation and estate administration. 
Again, if in any doubt, please consult with an 
Appleton professional. 
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Fiduciary services is seldom a ‘happy’, but invariably important.  Indeed, there’s no such 
thing as a happy Will, but from my nearly 20 years of experience in fiduciary services, I have 
seen far too often the unhappiness that a badly-drafted Will causes. With this in mind, it is 
important to avoid some of the basic pitfalls of Will drafting that will ultimately lead to a 
problematic, delayed or even contested estate. 

Lauren Hean, 
Managing Director 

Wills are never happy, 
but always important
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After the trauma of losing a loved one, the 
last thing anyone wants is the frustration 
of a long, drawn-out estate. More than 
emotionally traumatic, time is money and 
the longer an estate takes to wind up, the 
longer a surviving spouse and heirs have to 
survive without deriving the benefit from 
the assets in the estate. While a well-drafted 
Will can lead to an easier and quicker estate, 
no matter how well-drafted the Will is, there 
remain a number of key steps and potential 

sticking points in the administration of any 
estate. To state the obvious upfront, there 
is never any excuse for slow, inefficient, 
inattentive, uncaring service and attention 
from executors and administrators – none!

It is important, however, to be aware of some of 
the institutional and third-party processes that lead 
to lengthy and frustrating delays in the estate admin-
istration process. The first and emotionally difficult 
issue is the reporting of the death and estate itself. 
This step requires the family of the deceased to 
provide the executors with all the necessary 

documentation to report the estate to the Master 
and to be granted Letters of Executorship. Without 
the L.E. executors have no power to act and thus 
the entire process is delayed. The issuance of LEs 
can take anything from weeks to months and as a 
company we have experienced both extremes in 
recent years. The Covid pandemic demonstrably 
slowed all matters, and we are working hard to try 
and expedite LEs as quickly as possible. 

Once the LE is issued, we are then dependent on 
the turn-around times of institutions such as banks, 
life offices, investment houses. In cases where fixed 
property forms part of the estate and the asset has to 
be sold, once again we are dependent not only estate 
agents or auctioneers, but the buoyancy of the prop-
erty market itself. Of course, the estate has to render 
unto Caesar and SARS will always have the final say 
with regard to taxes and estate duties payable. The 
complication here is not just with SARS, but often 
with the fact that personal, cc and company income 
tax returns are often not up to date. Bringing an 
estate into tax compliance can take months and 
we have even experienced this taking years. 

Then there are legally prescribed time periods in 
which estates have to be advertised publicly and for 

creditors to lodge claims, all of which add to the time 
it takes to wind up an estate. 

In conclusion, we have found that there are three 
areas that can assist in speeding up the estate 
administration process. The first is a professionally 
drafted, clear and updated Will. The second is the 
preparation of a ‘life file’ containing all relevant 
documentation (ID, bonds, investments, accounts 
etc). The third is the speedy and full co-operation 
of the family of the deceased, particularly where 
one is appointed as a co-executor. 
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Why is the estate 
taking so long?!

Vannessa Nicholas, 
Head Estate Administration 

After the trauma of losing a loved one, the last thing anyone wants is the frustration of a 
long, drawn-out estate. More than emotionally traumatic, time is money and the longer an 
estate takes to wind up, the longer a surviving spouse and heirs have to survive without 
deriving the benefit from the assets in the estate. While a well-drafted Will can lead to an 
easier and quicker estate, no matter how well-drafted the Will is, there remain a number 
of key steps and potential sticking points in the administration of any estate. To state the 
obvious upfront, there is never any excuse for slow, inefficient, inattentive, uncaring service 
and attention from executors and administrators – none!
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